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TOP SECRET
Ltr to Director, CIA, aubji "Soviet milter^ Transportation
Capability," 27 Aug 53 - Coat'd

as to over-all conclusion* and aa to detailed breakdowns
of capacity, either by region or by type of transportation
system. For example, a recent Central Intelligence Agency
provisional report ( Railroad Transport Capabilities
Between the Soviet Frontier and Western Europe,"’ CIA-RR-31,
27 May 53 , SECRET) contains estimates of capacities of
five principal through railroads crossing Poland which
yield a total maximum sustained capacity for rail trans-
port alone of 126,000 metric tons (138,500 short tons)
each wav per day. A Department of the Army study (Project
Mo, 6W, "Estimate of East-Vest Transportation Capacity
in Europe," 18 Feb 52, SECRET) of the same lines in the
same region yields an estimate of only 62,000 metric tons
(63,200 short tona) each way per day. Estimates contained
in a Joint Intelligence Committee document (JZC 636/2,
16 Jus 52, "Study on Maximum Humber of Soviet Divisions
Which Could be Employed for an Attack on Western Europe -
19^4,* TOP SECRET) indicate that the total estimated
Soviet Bloc transportation capacity for the support of a
campaign against Western Europe in 1954 la 84,000 short
tons per day on a sustained basis. The Department ef the
Array study gives a total sustained capacity of 110,000
short tom per day.

5 . It la requested that current discrepancies in
estimates of Soviet Bloc transportation capabilities to
present zonal boundary for the launching and support of
military campaigns in western Europe be resolved, and that
a study be undertaken to provide agreed estimates for this

„
5* addition, estimates for Soviet Bloc transportation

capabilities for the expanded area to the Rhine Elver, aa
described in paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 above, are required.
The Economic Intelligence Committee would appear to be the
appropriate organisation to resolve these differences. In
order for this study to be of maximum usefulness to WSB0
it should be available by 31 December 1953.
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